
T
he crowd, so raucous and angry just a few short seconds pre-
viously, had grown very nearly silent as the voice of NU
Speaker Aleth Groland rang out in front of the court house,

and I was catching my breath and listening to her when my tumbling
thoughts were interrupted by a tugging on my sleeve.

“Sorry to interrupt you, Sir," Marsden, the GRIPP bodyguard who
had been my shadow since the events of that morning began to un-
fold, was saying, as I dragged my attention away from the 10-meter
screen affixed to the outer wall of the Island Broadcasting Office which
was dominating the attention of most everyone, "but this lady seems
to have something important to say.”

I looked beside Marsden, and saw a face I vaguely recognized.
“Stephen - sorry, sorry, Mr. Bigelow, Sir,” she spoke, a bit breath-

lessly, “I'm BethLee Fraser, we've met before in the Courthouse, but
you probably don't remember me. But there’s - ah - a new judge, or -
or - or something - it seems, who has just come in, or arrived or some-
thing, a few minutes ago, and he's - ah - she - ah - they're starting a
new hearing or something upstairs in Number 1. He - ah - she  - ah -
seems to be quite - um - authoritative - he - ah - I don't know who she
is, but the word is out somehow that everyone involved yesterday
should get back to the courthouse pronto - um - and everyone is com-
ing, even some of the Americans and the Canadian Supremes and
they, um, seem to be not really wanting to come to judge by their words
but it's like their feet are moving themselves or something - and some
other - ah - look, Mr. Bigelow, I can't really say much more, or you’ll
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Birds fly over the rainbow,
Why, tell me why, can't I ...
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M
r More! Mr More!" I called, in the direction of a slightly
portly gentleman stepping through the just opened slid-
ing doors leading from the runway into the spacious lobby

of the small Green Island airport (our new terminal with modern
jetways right from the aircraft to the interior was under construc-
tion, but for now it was down the portastairs from the Airbus park-
ing lot and walk in, rain or shine or snow). The man I addressed
didn't see me for a moment, as the small crowd flowed around him
as he slowed, looking around with a bit of a squint through round-
framed bifocals, then catching my eye. He observed me for a mo-
ment, then gave a small friendly, but a bit tired, smile, and a nod,
then turned to make his way to the edge of the milling people to
where I waited. As a young person of perhaps 10 years pushed in
front of him, the small smile reversed itself as he lifted a dark walk-
ing stick and gave the boy a small tap-tap with it, saying in a scold-
ing sort of voice "Way for elders, child, way for elders!'

The boy hardly paid attention, laughing and carrying on as
children do, but by then the man I had addressed as More was at
the edge of the crowd in front of me, slight frown and pursed lips
again reversing themselves as we again made eye contact.

"I'm so very glad you could make it, Mr More," I said, smiling
and reaching out my hand in greeting, "You do us all a great honor."

"Oh, come, now," he replied, laughing only a little self-con-
sciously as he took my hand in his somewhat smaller one, but still

...a small number of men

can hinder the descent of a great army...

- Thomas More, Utopia
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We must be the change we wish to see in the world.
- Ghandi

====================

Curse not the darkness - light a candle.
- old Chinese proverb

====================

A small, well not actually small, more of a medium size, girl
tossed in her sleep. The night was dark, the hour late, the moon
dim behind high clouds flowing along in the cold jetstream winds
like thoughts whirling around in a dusty old bottle. A somewhat
milder breeze from the nearby bay caused the branches of the big
old maple outside the window of the small but much loved bed-
room of the girl to scratch at the windows a bit; this happened of-
ten, usually she slept through such small disturbances without even
being aware of them, tonight she was restless. In a dream she heard
a barking dog in the distance, a familiar barking dog, but in her
dream she did not recognize the animal, only that the barking was
angry, warning, one, two, three times, and then stopped, suddenly.
She almost woke then, eyelids fluttering, but was too close to the

... making the earth say beans instead of
grass — this was my daily work.
- Henry
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T
he GRIS-RT station and University Central Hall were situated
more or less in the center of Athenia's campus; as More and I
came out of Athenia Central the campus spread around and

before us, with the College for Social Economics (CSE) visible behind
us back towards the airport and the original university grounds ahead,
through which lay our destination on this day. I loved the old cam-
pus, having done an undergraduate degree  in Biology here myself,
followed by a Doctor of Veterinarian Medicine four years later. Some-
what to my regret, I had never actually practiced as a vet, as through
a combination of circumstances, or the serendipity of the times and
my life, I had decided that fighting to save our province, and our coun-
try and world if that does not sound too pretentious, was a more im-
portant path for me to follow when I finished my studies. It had been
a difficult decision, and I still had copies of the James Herriot books
not far away from my bedside where I wondered some nights as I fell
asleep with pictures of his many amusing encounters with eccentric
farmers and animals if I had missed a life as eventful and interesting
and fulfilling as his. But then I had been quite instrumental in the Green
Island of today, which was not a bad life nor legacy either, and fulfill-
ing. And one not finished, not by any means.

"I'll just give you a very brief tour of the area on the way to your
rooms, to help you get your bearings," I said to More as we stood for a
moment in front of the big hall; "There's a map and several books on
the city and campus and history and your computer and things wait-
ing for you in your room to help you get oriented, but it's a nice day to

If you have built castles in the air, your work

need not be lost; that is where they should be.

Now put the foundations under them.

- Henry David Thoreau
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T
he great swirling eyes looked with no apparent emotion be
yond a rather mild, coldish curiosity into the room and, from
what I gathered afterwards, into the soul of every person therein

and probably every person in the world watching the proceedings via
the courtroom television.

"So - we are gathered here today, then, to adjudge the situation of
those who would put forth Hope in the world one final time, and also
to hear the rationalisations, the justifications, the explanations if they
have any, of those who would extinguish that light yet again one final
time for their own selfish and short-sighted and pathetically stupid
reasons.

“And to allow, to encourage, to require all humans to examine
their own souls and find an answer as to why they have allowed such
patently undeserving creatures as we see in the Dock of the Accused
at this time become their leaders, their judges, their defenders, their
advocates, who should instead in an intelligent society be mercifully
euthanized at birth so as to erase such gene lines expeditiously with-
out weakening the greater need. Such remnants of earlier evolution-
ary processes are unnecessary in a society based on intelligence rather
than tooth and claw, indeed are not welcome where true civilisations
flourish. The reptile brain is fine in reptiles and reptiles have their place
in the universe and on this planet, but this is an evolutionary impedi-
ment to true intelligence, and all other advanced species have slowly
overseen the removal of such remnants which have no further use

There are more things in Heav’n and Earth

Horatio, Than are dreamt of in your philosophy ...

- ol Will
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I
t is not necessary, may even be counterproductive, to regard
our many corrupt businessmen and politicians with anger and
a thirst for revenge for the great damage they have wrought

during the last decades of the 20th century and into the 21st, both
to our societies and our planet and its other inhabitants. Similar
individuals have undoubtedly been doing similar things since hu-
mans first gathered together in societies, but in many ways, it may
be argued, they have little choice in their actions - as the deer in
the forest eats leaves and the predator eats the deer and the car-
rion eaters eat either when they get the chance and the
decomposers eventually deal with them all and everything is a
natural cycle, every niche is filled, so a certain type of 'business-
man' and politician, and those who follow them, lacking in some
essential 'human' genes and dominated by a more primitive, rep-
tilian compulsion, unnatural beings like a pack of werewolfs loose
in our midst appearing human but very much not so, are born
feeling it is their way in life, their right and even obligation, to
attempt to dominate others through lies and chicanery, backed by
violence and bribery or any other means that achieves their goals,
and when meeting with a certain high level of success which en-
courages this behaviour, as they have been doing since their as-
cendancy through the so-called ‘Washington Consensus’ in the
1970s, are urged on to ever greater excesses in what can be seen,

...the hidden hand of the market will never
work without the hidden fist...
- Thomas Friedman
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Where is everybody?
- Enrico Fermi

====================

Whatever you do will seem insignificant, but it is very impor-
tant to do it.

- Gandhi

====================

Letter from Brittany
Aug 20 19xx

Hi Mom -
I'm really sorry I haven't written or called in a few weeks or

returned yours - I want to talk to you so much, but face to face, see
your eyes, feel your arms around me with my face in your hair like
when I was a kid and scraped my knee or something - this time it's a
real big scrape, and it just seems impossible to talk about it over the
phone, it's embarrassing and awful and how could such a strong
smart girl like me ever get in this situation?!?!?! - and since I can't be
with you I'll see if I can get through it here.

It's just gotten worse and worse with Joe in the two years (geez

“Frodo: I wish the ring had never come to me. I wish none
of this had happened.
Gandalf: So do all who live to see such times, but that is
not for them to decide. All we have to decide is what to do
with the time that is given us.”
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T
he half-hour trip to Athenia gave me time to check out devel-
opments around GI on AGORA - all of the booths on all of the
trains had  a computer terminal built in for anyone to use,

and they were rarely idle. Widespread communication to keep all
the people informed of everything they need and want to be informed
of is a central necessity for a functioning democracy, and it may be
that one of the central difficulties in establishing a true working de-
mocracy (as opposed to some sort of oligarchy masquerading as a
democracy) in earlier times had been closely related to the difficulty
of such communications in larger populations or, in later years, the
control of such communication channels by vested interests who saw
to it certain types of information were kept from the citizens as much
as possible, and other things were carefully spun to present a certain
interpretation. There were alternative sources of information avail-
able, of course, but controlling the majority of people in a modern
‘democracy’ does not mean controlling every thought and action, it
simply means controlling most of them most of the time, and mod-
ern mass media, along with other well understood indoctrination
methods such as control of the education system, had grown to
achieve that very well.

Here on GI we well understood the necessity of breaking that
control if we were to establish a true Democracy of The People, of
removing the ruler-controlled gatekeepers from our daily news and
truly democratising communications and making ALL information

To myself I am only a child playing on
the beach, whilst vast oceans of truth lie
undiscovered before me.
- the Newton

Chapter 8

The journeys begin ...
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Agent Panda
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Mission: A Report on the occasion of the first recorded meeting of two
humans in case such information is required in annals of galactic history,
through retro introduction into brain of semi-sapient being.

Report begins:

T
his whole idea seems like a waste of time - who are these
people anyway? And it was really cold getting here - I don’t
know why these humans don’t all move to warmer places on

this planet - there’s lots of them around. My mission a few time
spans ago on some island called Samui or something like that was
much nicer - those Samui dogs sure know how to howl when the
lights go out and the moon comes up. Whooooo....

Better cut that when I rewrite - Great Alvin of the Spotted Eye
and Truncated Tail That MUST NOT Be Mentioned has told me
enough times before “Your job is to DO the mission - not COM-
MENT on it!”

Right Alvin. I heard you the first time. The Service ain’t a De-
mocracy I heard it all before. Thinking a Directive is stupid and ig-
noring it is not the same as not hearing, dogbrain. Whaddaya mean
that’s why I’m mired in Agent First Level??? yea yea cut it

Ok. Report begins.
Where I am is a big sort of earth house in a place called Prince

Edward Island, which is somewhere near the Cold Pole on this planet,

We’re all mad here ...

-Alice
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“...Let us begin."

The gyroscopic motions of the spinning spheres seemed to pick
up just a bit in pace, the background keening sound became just a
bit louder, and it was evident something was about to happen. I
could sense a current of increased tension floating through the court-
room - whatever was going to happen, was going to happen, the
One was very obviously in total control of everything here today,
and we were as helpless as ants in an ant aquarium.

I could see a number of the suits engaged in hurried, whispered
consultations with the President, although one eye was always turned
to the great Tao and the great presence therein watchfully. They were
obviously quite agitated about something, however.

As the wheels spun, but before anything new happened, one of
the suits rose - a little hesitantly, I might say.

“Your Honor,” he began, as the One turned His/er great head
towards him, a frown already beginning on the great brow, “I am
afraid I must object once again. We have been given no advance
notice of the proceedings, asked for no consultation, have had no
time to prepare, indeed as yet have no idea what if any the charges
are specifically against our client ...”

He got no further. Once again the Great Voice issued from the
spinning void, the great eyes fixed on the suit, and including those
around him.

Justice is conscience, not a personal con-
science but the conscience of the whole of
humanity. Those who clearly recognize the
voice of their own conscience usually recog-
nize also the voice of justice.
- Alexander Solzhenitsyn
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J
esus fucking christ, Bigelow, will you people never give up on
that absolute bullshit?!”

The speaker was a large burly man, middle-aged, dressed in
blue jeans and a dirty green sweater over a beer belly, long brown
uncombed hair, pudgy face with reddened cheeks and somewhat
sunken bloodshot eyes even at this time of the morning. He had
risen from a chair at a table by the street, where he had been sitting
with a couple of other men with his back to me or I might have
recognised him - Jockstrap MacIrving, whose family had been one
of the wealthiest of the Island families for generations, with their
fingers in pretty much every significant enterprise here and all
around the Maritime provinces of Canada, including the govern-
ment, media and legal system, prior to our election victory. The
MacIrvings were one of the main actors in the upcoming trial that
was going to try to sort out the many legal ramifications and issues
between the elite, who felt as young MacIrving here did, that they
owned everything they wanted and did what they wanted, and
the rest of us, who believed in a somewhat more democratic sort of
government, could do as we were told or face the consequences.
Most of the family were resigned to the legal route, but not all.
Young Jock, as he had always been called, was known for taking
things a bit more directly. A rather typical example of the 'young
arrogant not-too-bright offspring of powerful people' breed, not

Chapter 11

One man’s utopia ...

Great spirits have often encountered
violent opposition from weak minds
- the Albert

“
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Chapter 12

EEE 3

TO:SaveOurCountry email list
FROM: saskagirl
Date: 30 Oct 0x 11:58pm

Hi all, just perused the latest posting, the attack on Chomsky,
and am moved to comment again. This whole thing strikes me as
more divide and conquer stuff, and waste of time stuff. What the
hell is it with all we 'progressives' that we spend more time kicking
each other around than going after the big guys, the real enemies?
I have no idea if Chomsky is some sort of 'leftist gatekeeper', but I
do know he has done a hell of a lot of good work concerning what
the CIA has been up to the last 50 years (just for instance!) and
American aggression all over the world, no punches pulled there
at all, the best documentation of this stuff possible, and let's not
forget his constant work about exposing the corporate media for
the servants to power and propaganda that they are - and these
alone make his work useful, very useful, and then he's been all
around the world on countless speaking engagements the last many
decades as well, trying to wake people up, get them to think a bit
about things, which - well, how can that be bad?!?! Even though I
do disagree with him (a lot, as you all would know!) on his refusal
to engage in what the MSM calls 'conspiracy theories', be they
Kennedy assassination or 911, I don't feel that I have to agree with

However, this bottle was NOT marked
‘poison,’ so Alice ventured to taste it...
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Chapter 13

Gullible's Travels in
Neoconland 22: The Corporate

Reactionary Revolution

"Father, dear Father!" cried Gullible's sweet boy.
"Yes, what is it, my lad?" answered Gullible, putting down his

paper and looking fondly at the bright-eyed boy.
"Father," said the boy, climbing swiftly to his father's familiar

knee and settling himself comfortably in his favorite place to learn
the ways of life and the world, and get the odd comforting hug if
for some reason he was feeling unhappy, which did happen at times
although infrequently, "you have told me that in days long past,
our society was starting to get quite good for everyone, but then
there was some sort of problem, some revolution I think you said,
and we entered into a long period of time when things got worse
for We the People, although the Banks and Investors had lots of
money, as they always did in the bad old days. Well, Father, you
see, I was talking with Ronnie and Maggie down at the Sandbox,
and they said I was crazy not to mention stupid and to leave it
behind - they said that things were always in a bad way because of
the Dirty Socialists, and it was only when the Banks and big-hearted,
generous Capitalists saved their asses that things got better. I am
afraid, Father, I do not understand - I know you would never lie to
me, but you have told me that I should always be polite to my
friends in the Sandbox too, and to other children who are not as
lucky as I - so I thought, since it was sort of a rainy Friday outside,
and I don't have anything special to do, I would come and see if
you had time to enlighten me on this part of history that I am as yet

Who ever thought a little girl like you could
destroy my beautiful wickedness?
- Wicked Witch of the West
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Chapter 14

The Island Voice

... for the cause of Green Island, is surely the
cause of all Mankind
- Paine

A
bout half an hour after the GRIPP showed up everything
was sorted out and cleared up; we had been only about 20
minutes at the first aid clinic, and had returned in time to

see MacIrving finally escorted to the city jail by two other GRIPPs
who had arrived shortly after the first had quelled the small fracas,
over the loud protests of his friends who were told pretty up close
and personal that they were 'about one more word away from join-
ing him' before they finally departed, promising that we'd ‘... not
heard the end of this, god-damned hippies and commies pretend-
ing to be a police force in this god-damned fairyland ... you'll be
hearing from the Big Irv on this one, lads, you can be sure..’.

Unprovoked violence or aggression was, however, I explained
to More and Thoreau as we sipped our coffees, of which Zam had
most kindly brought fresh hot ones for us all, on the house, simply
not accepted any longer on Green Island,  as far as the Green Island
Assembly of All Councils (GRIAAC), with the full support of al-
most all Islanders, was concerned. We had found new seats at the
larger table with Old Mac and the small group which had gathered
to talk about the new subject of common interest, introductions
performed all around, commiserations made over Thoreau's 'Green
Island battle scar', and we were talking about the incident, as peo-
ple do afterwards, laughing to release the lingering tension. Such
violence had formerly been discouraged, of course, but still played
a large role in modern society, both directly through physical in-
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Chapter 15

The One IV

My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!

W
e could all hear clearly enough what the speakers were
saying, and it was in no language anyone had ever heard
- it didn't seem to be very sophisticated, though, as there

was quite a lot of sign language as well, drawing symbols in the
dirt, body language (thumps to the ear with an accompanying fear-
some glare), that sort of thing. Regardless of the apparent simplicity
of the language, however, it seemed able enough to deal in fairly
complicated concepts according to some kind of running translation
in our brain, of what it all meant - and there didn't seem to be much
doubt about it all - there were no discontinuities between the words
we were hearing and the actions we were watching.

The night scene was lit from flickering firelight from torches in
holders along the walls, which enclosed a rather large, well appointed
chamber of some sort, with rough wood frame and roof but various
decorated cloth hangings on the wall to add a suggestion of a couple
of steps removed from caves or simple mud and thatch huts or some-
thing. There were three males present, one sitting in a quite nicely
designed and constructed wooden chair at the head of a table upon
which lay some food remnants and goblets of drink, a second in a
more common chair also at the table, and the third squatting on the
floor between them at the corner of the table. They were dressed in
cotton robes of similarly decreasing elegance, barefoot, leather san-
dals could be seen beside the door on the dirt floor of the dwelling.
All, that is to say, to suggest these were not cave men of some sort,
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Chapter 16

Virgil loses his virginity

Money is the barometer of a society’s virtue
- Ayn Rand

FROM THE JOURNALS (GE, 3rd Series, Vol 15) OF H. D.
THOREAU (partially edited)

10:30 - Well, I have a few minutes it seems, waiting for the
train to someplace called Pooles Corners Junction just a little ways
outside a town called Montague, the largest town in the east part of
the Island, where we’ll be going later in the day, probably, Bigelow
said, but first he wants to take us to another nearby town called
Georgetown. He promises we’ll find the day interesting, and I have
no doubt he is right, as they are doing many interesting things on
this Green Isle altogether, and I - or we - have seen many very
interesting things already, and I look forward to seeing what other
new ideas they have implemented here to improve the common
weal, a dream much speculated on throughout our history but rarely
put into practice as they seem to be doing here. Today he said he
wants us to see how the people here decide what they will pay
other people who do community work, or something - he said it
would be more enlightening to see in action than explain (he says
his wife is the teacher in the family, but he seems to understand the
process well enough - but then they all seem to be jacks of many
trades here, as befitting functioning humans - this business of iden-
tifying someone by a trade seems stultifying - ‘he is a carpenter
and she is a writer and that other one is a farmer and yet another a
baker’ - but for myself, I am a writer and a farmer and a carpenter
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Chapter 17

EEE 4

FROM:  Christine Central
TO:  Tranna Startled Public Affairs Ed (sic)
DATE:  February 18 20XX
CC: Charles Christmas, MP, Charlottetown Canada;

Charlottetown Colonial, National Pispot

RE: Editorial 'Canadians blessed with free press'

Title: Free indeed, but is freedom enough? Canadian media cre-
ate a national narrative...

Dear Ms Tuffy,
Certainly you folks at the Star and other Canadian media seem

'free' enough to write what you want, and 'proud' enough about
doing so, as your several-times-a-year reminders to your readers/
listeners remind us of how lucky we are to be 'served' by such a
‘free’ press - but although we've been seeing lots of freedom the last
few years, there is another aspect to journalism that seems to be a bit
harder to find - responsibility.

A 'responsible' press, to offer a short definition, would, in my
opinion at least, be one that reported, to the Canadian people they
are supposed to be ‘serving’, the things going on in their country
and world they needed to know about to make informed decisions
about what things their country should be doing, and/or have in-

I left the woods for as good a reason as I went there. Perhaps
it seemed to me that I had several more lives to live, and could
not spare any more time for that one.
-Thoreau
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Chapter 18

--- and gets to work

After this, there is no turning back. You take the blue pill -
the story ends, you wake up in your bed and believe whatever
you want to believe. You take the red pill - you stay in Won-
derland and I show you how deep the rabbit-hole goes...
- Morpheus

(FROM THE JOURNALS (GE, 3rd Series, Vol 15) OF H. D.
THOREAU (partially edited))

I
n a minute or two there were only the three of us left at the
table. Bigelow picked up a large tea pot and swirled it around
- there was some left and, after getting agreement from a ques-

tioning raise of his eyebrows, he shared it out among the three of
us.

"Well," said More after a minute, "that was quite a delicious
meal! - and quite an interesting conversation to go along with it."

"Good!" Bigelow replied, smiling, "I am glad you enjoyed it all
- we've always been known for seafood in these parts. As for the
conversation, it was somewhat fortuitous, as we will be visiting a
bank tomorrow or the next day to talk more about our money - but
it is common to hear interesting conversations anywhere you park
yourself for awhile these days - almost everything is interesting
when it involves your own life, and thinking of ways to improve it
not only for yourself but for everyone - much different from the
old ways, when the basic rules were imposed from above and you
adapted as best as you could, with any kind of change being ex-
ceedingly difficult to implement - well, I should caveat that, change
for the better for the people was exceedingly different no matter
how widely it was desired, but change for the better of the corpo-
rate overlords, or anything they desired, could be accomplished
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Chapter 19

The One V

With or without religion, you would have
good people doing good things and evil peo-
ple doing evil things. But for good people to
do evil things, that takes religion.
- Steven Weinberg

A
s the Black figure slowly resumed his seat (it was not ex
actly 'sitting' as we think of it, more a flowing motion like
some black thick syrup rearranging itself in a tilted bot-

tle), I could see the activity was not yet finished from the defence
table. I had noticed some whispered exchanges going on between
the suits as the stories of the Faro and the woman and the priest
had been unfolding, and as the Blackness challenged the One and
was put in its place, and now - somewhat timidly, given what we
had seen already today - one of the suits at the end of the table
stuck his hand in the air, waving it a bit, very hesitantly, and half-
rose from his seat. Given what had transpired previously, it was
probably the bravest thing he had ever done in his life.

"Sir? Your Honor? May I have a word, Sir?"
The One looked down at him, evidently not unwilling to lis-

ten. "Yes - what is it you wish to say?"
"We - um - we understand and accept your full authority in

these proceedings, Sir, let there be no mistake about that, no mis-
take at all, Sir," said the suit, apprehension visible in every aspect
of his being as he tugged at his tie to enable a large swallow by the
looks of things, fear provokes heavy salivation, probably some-
thing else he had never done before in his life, probably with a
couple of previous incidents very fully at the front of his mind
and wondering if these words would be his last; the One nodded
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Chapter 20

Montague Student Trial

"Well, you know, I don't agree at all with this type of approach, this
idea of 'getting students to think for themselves' - they're too young to
know what to think, and there are too many bad influences that they might
follow. These students are in high school now, and as far as I am con-
cerned, they will do as they are told. They can start to think for themselves
when they graduate and start university." (a Prince Edward Island High
School principal, circa 1990, in the infamous 'fundamentalist video case')

Winny's Whinge - a Green Island School Blog

(Ed: fortunately NOT hosted on the Montague Senior High Server!!!!
- or you probably wouldn't be reading this!)

June xx xxxx

Well - this just gets to be too much sometimes. I guess I'll have
to write Stephen (he has the most BEAUTIFULLLL EYES!!!! (ARE
YOU LISTENING "SOMEONE"?????) or someone who seems to un-
derstand things about this or ???? We just had the pressrun of the
Rebel STOPPED - can you FREAKING believe it?!?!?!  - the school
admin said that the trial piece was just too controversial - well
excUUuuuse me - weren't we supposed to be over that shit haha
excUUUse me around here?!?!?! My sister was in a class of 'Roarin'

Some men see things as they are and ask
‘Why?’ I dream things that never were and
ask, ‘Why not?’”
- Robert F. Kennedy
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Chapter 21

EEE 5

It has been said of the world’s history hitherto that might
makes right. It is for us and for our time to reverse the
maxim, and to say that right makes might.
- Abraham Lincoln:

Man will never be free until the last king is strangled with the
entrails of the last priest.

- Denis Diderot

====================

We journalists are of course obliged to cover the news, but our
deeper mission is to uncover the news that powerful people would
prefer to keep hidden.

- Bill Moyers

(rating of the Canadian mainstream media on this point - a failing F -
the single central story of the modern era is the national debt scam and the
control of the Canadian money supply by private banks to their great profit
and our great detriment, a story that the most powerful people in Canada
quite obviously want kept hidden, and quite obligingly not a single word
has appeared in the Canadian media on these matters)

====================

 ...make your life a worthy expression of leaning into the light.
- Barry Lopez

====================
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Chapter 22

Hunter River Basic

If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of wonder, he
needs the companionship of at least one adult who can
share it, rediscovering with him the joy, excitement and
mystery of the world we live in.
- Rachel

H
eigh-ho, heigh-ho, it's off to work we go!" I sang, ruffling
Elizabeth's hair a bit as we tramped down through the
dewy grass towards the market garden plots, after quickly

throwing a bag of food to the fish. Elizabeth had just watched Sleep-
ing Beauty for the first time in a few years the weekend before, and
the music was still in my head. This was the first year Elizabeth
had actually asked to help in the garden, and she was still learning
about the different vegetables and their different habits and ap-
pearances and planting and harvesting requirements, so it was fun
for all of us, even those of us on the male side of the family who
were not normally dawn risers. I still found the actual getting out
of bed to be something I'd rather not be doing at that time of day,
especially with the warm body of the one I loved right there beside
me - but that body was not there long most days after sunrise, as
Brittany had always been an early riser, and usually it was with a
poke in the ribs rather than a seductive kiss she enticed me out of
bed those mornings we had to prepare the market baskets.

But it was always magical once that part of it was over, to be
out in the fresh dawn, with birds trilling away and flashing through
the sky along with the fresh breeze, watching the sun sparkling
over the Greenwich dunes of a morning, between pulling what-
ever had to be pulled or picked for that morning's market. Some-
what less fun, of course, on the foggy, drizzly cold days, of which
there were plenty on our little island in the North Atlantic - but the

“
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Chapter 23

The Box

Educating the masses was intended only to improve the rela-
tionship between the top and the bottom of society. Not for chang-
ing the nature of the relationship.

- John Ralston Saul

====================

They paved Paradise, and put up a parking lot ...
- Joni

====================

- and with suitable prompting by the media, all the people
oohed and aahed and said "Look at the Emperor's Wonderful New
Garden!!”

====================

It is impossible to soar like an eagle if you are surrounded by
turkeys..

- Anon

====================

Until they become conscious they will
never rebel, and until after they they have
rebelled they cannot become conscious
- the George, who else
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Chapter 24

The One VI

A
s The One finished His/er questions, and Shurbullie sat
weeping, again unallowed to cover his face to hide his
shame exposed for the world to see, and share the shame

for the role they had all played in allowing this minor soulless mon-
key-monster to take power in the world's most powerful country
and run amok for so long, the white noise effect began to cloud the
rending area again, and suddenly Shurbullie just seemed to spin
away into the distance, his tears flashing away in the great void like
freezing rain blowing past a streetlight in a high wind at night on a
deserted street in your town.

One of those tears did a flip, started whirling and spinning and
dancing in the void, growing rapidly until there was a vision of Jus-
tice floating back the other way, and for a second as she sped by we
could see her turning her covered eyes in the direction of the bal-
ance. A small dark figure with the silhouette of Shurbullie was now
seen on the tray with the Faro and the priests of many colors and the
black icon, and the scales tipped noticeably to that side. A small
reddish tear could be seen slipping from under the blindfold of Jus-
tice as the great Eye in the Sword opened briefly, impassively, look-
ing directly into the heart of everyone in the court room once again,
leaving an uneasy feeling of shame at these things that had been
done in our name, with little protest from most, and perhaps a small
measure of fear of justful retribution in its wake.

There was to be no 'poor victim earthlings let me help you' sce-

Give me control of a nation’s money
and I care not who makes her laws.
- Mayer Amschel Rothschild
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Chapter 25

The Freedom Science

All for ourselves, and nothing for other people,
seems, in every age of the world, to have been the
vile maxim of the masters of mankind
- Adam Smith

M
y dearest Fidel, Greetings and Strength to the Revolu-
tion! May it (and you of course!) endure forever! I send
this tonight, although it is necessarily incomplete in de-

tail, and lacking the reflection of time that gives insight also, as I
know how anxiously you await to hear new things from this jour-
ney, a journey I know you longed to make yourself but could not
leave your bed for the extended time required.

It has been days now since I sent my last email, and a great
deal has happened in that time - I have wanted to write, but the
days have been so full, and I have felt too tired by the time I man-
aged to find a few hours for sleep to organise my thoughts enough
to compose a letter! But I have felt I must write soon, and at this
moment some new and rather notable companions I have met have
all gotten themselves off to their next destination, and it is a peace-
ful and beautiful late evening in a quiet coffee and wine bar at the
top of the lighthouse-turned-guesthouse where I am staying, over-
looking the sea with the beautiful full moon overhead, and my mind
is racing with things to talk about, so let me begin, even if I do not
find time to finish this evening. I have always found that one can
rest the thinking and direct talking and absorbing circuits in the
brain by using the parts of the brain involved with the more reflec-
tive thinking and writing thoughts down parts, for some odd rea-
son, as a good run through the jungle used to help prepare one for
more pedantic activities - a curious thing, one of the things that
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Chapter 26

EEE 6

The barriers are not erected which can say to
aspiring talents and industry, “Thus far and
no farther.”
- the Beethoven

There is no reason good can't triumph over evil, if only angels
will get organized along the lines of the Mafia.

- Kurt Vonnegut

====================

Voting is good, if votes are counted; but elections, in and of
themselves, rank among the less significant acts of citizenship and
activism. What counts the most is what you do, how you live, how
and what you think, and the courage, constancy, and truth you ex-
press in it all.

- Zbignew Zingh, Luffing the Leeward Sails

====================

"A Mississauga mother and her daughters and nephew were
left wide-eyed Wednesday evening as the helpless, tiny dog they
call 'Flyer' was tossed into the Credit River near Dundas St. W. and
Mississauga Rd. She was driving west at 5:45 p.m. when she and the
kids saw the driver of a black pickup 'holding the puppy by the skin
on the back of its neck. His arm was straight out of the window,' she
said. As the dog-tosser passed her van, 'he whipped the puppy over
the edge' without stopping, Jedlewska said." (true story, Toronto,
May 5 2006)
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Chapter 27

Brittany’s trial

T
he Charlottetown Courthouse - formerly known as the Henry
Davies Law Courts Building, and in the process of undergo-
ing a name change to the Green Island Central Fairness Council

which was being opposed by some influential people in the old le-
gal system, probably offended by the use of ‘fairness’ which had
nothing whatsoever to do with oldstyle ‘justice’ as known on PEI -
was located on the Charlottetown waterfront, on a street called Water
Street, which ran along the harbour from the Hillsborough Bridge to
the Old Armory at the mouth of the North River. It had been refur-
bished in the 1980s, and sported a copper roof that had caused no
end of leakage problems and was on the list of infrastructure up-
grading things to do some day soon. The interior had been leaking
justice pretty steadily and heavily before and after the new roof, an
old Island (and Canadian and Western 'Civilization') tradition that
was proving very difficult to do anything about, but the new Green
Island government was trying. We were actually pretty close to get-
ting a lot of problems fixed up, having most of our changes ready to
go as soon as one or two serious roadblocks were removed, but there
were still a couple of big days left in the old building this week.

Brittany entered the front door with Zistis Singhszinghs her law-
yer - she had told them she might as well appear alone and not take
up their time, as she felt that all their legal planning should be di-
rected towards preparing for the much bigger Green Island vs Gov-
ernment of Canada and Everyone Else case in front of the justices of

There’s something wrong, in the state
of Denmark ...
- Hamlet, finally catching on ...
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